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Structural phase transitions of Si„111…-„A33A3…R30°-Au: Phase transitions
in domain-wall configurations
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Behaviors of domain walls on the Au-adsorbed Si~111!-A33A3 and 636 surfaces have been investigated
by spot-profile-analyzing low-energy electron diffraction and scanning tunneling microscopy. A continuous
change from thea-A33A3 pattern to theb-A33A3 pattern in diffraction at room temperature has been
correlated to the increase in domain-wall density and their characteristic configuration change as a function of
Au coverageQ50.76– 0.96. It has been found that the sharpA33A3 spikes persists irrespective of the
domain-wall morphology. The zigzagging domain walls atQ50.79 at room temperature are found to trans-
form to roundish ones at 753 K, and finally decompose completely to vanish around 893 K resulting in
apparent large domains ofA33A3 structure. AboveQ50.96, the domain walls are proposed to arrange with
a long-range order with 636 periodicity when the sample is annealed at around 600 K and slowly cooled. On
the contrary, metastable amorphous arrangement in the domain walls with average separation of 6a ~wherea
is the substrate lattice period! is formed after annealing followed by quench cooling, which corresponds to the
b-A33A3 structure.@S0163-1829~98!08415-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Structural phase transitions in two-dimensional~2D! sys-
tems have attracted wide interest in experimental as we
theoretical researches in the past decade. Gas-adsorbe
ers on unreconstructed metal surfaces have been extens
and successfully studied as test systems for order-diso
phase transitions of lattice-gas models.1–4 In spite of the
heavy reconstructions involving substrate atoms, phase t
sitions of some metal-induced superstructures on semi
ductor surfaces have been also understood on the bas
pure symmetry arguments of lattice-gas models.5–8 For ex-
ample, an order-disorder phase transition of the Si~111!-
(A33A3)R30°-Au phase around 1000 K was found to be
good agreement with the three-state Potts model, which
expected from the symmetry considerations.7

In addition to the order-disorder phase transitions aro
1000 K,5–8 the Au/Si~111! system exhibits rich diversity o
phase transitions characterized by the evolution in fine
flections in electron-diffraction patterns9,10 ~see Fig. 1!. Most
of these phase transitions are different from the ordin
order-disorder phase transitions in a sense that behavio
short-range orders govern the peculiar nature of the ph
transitions. Origins of these short-range orders were
cussed in many preceding works,11–14 and are now widely
accepted that they are arising from partly ordered struct
elements as adatoms in 532 structure and high-density do
main walls in a-A33A3 structure.15–21 Since the a-A3
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3A3 phase links tob-A33A3 and 636 phases by increas
ing the Au coverage, evolution in the domain-wall config
ration is expected to be an essential part of these varieg
phase transitions. However, curiously enough, most stu
of theA33A3 and the 636 phases were mainly concerne
with structure models within the unit cell, and systema
study of the behavior of domain walls have been lacking
far.

In this work, we have studied the structural phase tran
tions among thea-A33A3, b-A33A3, and 636 phases
both in real space and in reciprocal space by using scan
tunneling microscopy~STM! and spot-profile-analyzing low
energy electron diffraction~SPA-LEED!. Unique behaviors
in contrast to the conventional order-disorder phase tra
tions are observed and understood on the basis of chara
istic evolution in the domain-wall configurations.

Qualitative descriptions of the domain-wall configuratio
at each stage of these phase transitions are summarize
Fig. 2. Experimental sequences we will report in Sec. III a
shown by the numbersa–c. In Sec. III A, correlation be-
tween the LEED pattern and the domain-wall configurat
in the STM image is studied as a function of coverage~se-
quencea!. In Sec. III B, we report the fluidization and th
successive decomposition of the domain walls at eleva
temperatures~sequenceb!. In Sec. III C, we discuss the
structures and the formation mechanisms ofb-A33A3 and
the 636 structures on the basis of the domain-wall config
rations during different cooling procedures~sequencec!.
10 100 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 10 101STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITIONS OF Si~111!- . . .
II. EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments were done in a reflection-high-ener
electron-diffraction ~RHEED! STM chamber ~UNISOKU
model USM501; 531029 Pa base pressure!, and a SPA-
LEED chamber~431029 Pa base pressure! equipped with a
cylindrical mirror analyzer and a quartz thickness monit
The specimen was cut from highly oriented Si wafers w
less than 0.1° misorientation from the~111! face. The surface
was cleaned by several flash heatings up to 1450 K wit
current fed through the Si wafer, followed by moderate co
ing. In the RHEED-STM observations, Au coverageQ @ex-
pressed by the ratio of the Au atom density to the Si at
density in the Si~111! plane# was determined by the duratio
time in deposition calibrated to the onset of the purea-A3
3A3 pattern that was previously determined to beQ
50.76 by Rutherford backscattering.22 The determined cov-
erage for each structure agrees well with other ion-scatte
spectroscopic measurements.23–25Gold was evaporated from
a tungsten basket or an alumina-coated tungsten basket k
ing the pressure below 231027 Pa. The STM images show
here were taken in topographic~constant current! mode or in
current-imaging mode~that is a nearly constant-high mod

FIG. 1. A phase diagram of the Au-adsorbed Si~111! surface
based on the RHEED observation~Ref. 10!. BelowQ50.76~Q:Au
coverage!, 532 pattern takes place with 737 or a-A33A3 pat-
terns~pure 532 pattern appears in a narrow coverage range aro
Q50.5!. Above Q50.76, fine reflections inA33A3 pattern
change their feature froma-A33A3 to b-A33A3 pattern in a
continuous way up toQ50.96. At temperatures above 770 K, th
fine reflections disappear and only the sharpA33A3 spots survive.
Bold arrows indicate the order-disorder transition reported in R
5–7.
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with slow z-feedback action!. In the SPA-LEED experi-
ments, the coverage was determined by a quartz thickn
monitor which was also calibrated to the onset of the purea-
A33A3 pattern. Precision of these coverage determinati
was60.02.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Continuous phase transition from a-A33A3 to b-A33A3:
Coverage dependence at RT

At room temperature~RT!, the electron-diffraction pattern
transforms dramatically froma-A33A3 to b-A33A3 in a
continuous way within the narrow coverage range ofQ
50.76– 0.96.26 To clarify the correlation between the LEED
patterns and the domain-wall configurations, STM imag
and LEED patterns were taken at RT as a function of
coverage.

Figure 3~a! shows a wide-scan STM image in current im
aging mode taken at a coverage aroundQ50.7 ~correspond-
ing to a mixture of 532 anda-A33A3 phases!. Meander-
ing features correspond to domain walls of thea-A33A3
structure, while stripe patterns correspond to the 532 do-
mains. The 532 region decreases and thea-A33A3 region
increases as the Au coverage increases. Density of the
main walls in theA33A3 region remains constant up toQ
50.76, showing that this is the minimum density. AtQ
50.76, the 532 region extinguishes and the density of t
domain walls starts to increase. Figure 3~b! is an example of
the image taken at11 V tip bias in topographic mode a

d

s.

FIG. 2. A schematic phase diagram of the domain walls
Au-adsorbed Si~111! surface aboveQ50.76. Lines denoted bya,
b, andc indicate the three different experimental sequences d
in the present study~broken line inc corresponds to quench coo
ing after heating above 800 K!. a-A3 andb-A3 stand fora-A3
3A3 andb-A33A3, respectively.
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FIG. 3. ~a! A STM image taken at a coverage belowQ50.76~a current image!. ~b! A topographic image atQ50.76 taken with11.0 V
tip bias and 0.4 nA tunneling current.~c!–~h! Topographic images taken in a same series of Au deposition at21.0 V tip bias and 0.4 nA
tunneling current. The domain walls appear as distinct bright features, and their density increases continuously.~c! Q50.76 (a-A3
3A3), ~d! Q50.78 (a-A33A3), ~e! Q50.80, ~f! Q50.83, ~g! Q50.90, ~h! Q50.96 (b-A33A3).
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Q50.76. CommensurateA33A3 domains are separated b
antiphase domain walls which appear as depressed ditc
Feature of the domain walls changes drastically depend
on the tip bias: it is normally sharper and distinct at negat
tip biases. Figures 3~c!–3~h! show the STM images taken a
21 V tip bias as a function of coverage. As clearly shown
Figs. 3~c!–3~h!, the total length of domain wall increase
continuously with Au coverage, which shows the doma
walls are of~super! heavy type:18 excess Au atoms are in
corporated into the domain walls. A fractional area of t
domain walls ~bright regions! becomes maximum atQ
50.96 @Fig. 3~h!# where the evolution in both the STM im
age and the diffraction pattern stops even with a further
crease of coverage.

Figures 4~a!–4~f! show magnified images in topograph
mode taken at the same coverages as Figs. 3~c!–3~h!. Some
characteristic features of the domain walls are seen in th
images. White zigzagging domain walls separate the c
mensurate antiphaseA33A3 domains. Preferential wal
alignment in@112̄#-type directions can be seen clearly fro
the STM images as was reported by previous STM wor18

What is investigated in the present study is the behavior fr
Q50.90 to Q50.96 @Figs. 3~g!, 3~h! and Figs. 4~e!, 4~f!#,
where the diffraction gradually exhibits a character ofb-
es.
g
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-
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A33A3 pattern as will be shown below. Since the transiti
is continuous in electron-diffraction patterns26 as well as in
STM images, it is natural to assume that the domain w
remain also atQ50.96@Figs. 3~h!, 4~f!#. However, to extract
some structural features only from the STM images see
hopeless at a glance because of apparent highest comple

Electron-diffraction techniques with high resolution ser
as efficient tools for extracting general structural features
partially ordered systems like the present case. The patt
taken by SPA-LEED with a transfer width of 2000 Å a
shown in Figs. 5~a!–5~d! as a function of Au coverage. Fig
ures 5~a! and 5~b! show a typical feature ofa-A33A3 pat-
tern @satellites around superlattice spots; see the inset in
5~b!#. Figure 5~d! shows that of theb-A33A3 pattern~in-
tense rings around fundamental and superlattice spots!. Since
the transition froma-A33A3 to b-A33A3 is continuous,
the names of ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘ b’’ are nominal ones that expres
the characters at the two extremes. Hexagonal feature aro
the A33A3 spike @inset in Fig. 5~b!# reflects the average
domain size and domain shape. The broad streaks run
between sharp spots in Fig. 5~b! correspond to the scatterin
from domain walls running in@112̄#-type directions. Ring
around~00! spot in the same figure represents the aver
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FIG. 4. Magnified topographic images taken in the same series of Au deposition as Fig. 3~21.0 V tip bias, 0.4 nA tunneling current!.
~a! Q50.76,~b! Q50.78,~c! Q50.80,~d! Q50.83,~e! Q50.90,~f! Q50.96. Inset in~a! shows 22 Å322 Å image of a commensurat
A33A3 region.
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separation~about 45 Å! between the domain walls. Thes
fine features convert to diffuser and weaker ones as show
Fig. 5~c! as the Au coverage increases, since the size of
A33A3 domains decreases.

In contrast to the intense and sharpA33A3 spikes, the
weak features at aroundQ50.90@Fig. 5~c!# have been over-
looked in many reports. In those works, this pattern w
regarded as a ‘‘sharpA33A3 pattern.’’ If a structure deter
mination by averaging technique such asI -V measurements
in conventional LEED is done at this coverage, where
complexity in domain-wall arrangement is the highest,
meaning of the obtained structure parameters will be
scure. AtQ50.96@Fig. 5~d!#, the diffuse features convert t
distinct rings around~00! and (1/3 1/3) spikes, showing th
formation of some short-range order. Formation of the 636
pattern @Fig. 5~e!# proceeds in a different way from Figs
5~a!–5~d! and will be discussed in Sec. III C.

The continuity of the transition froma- to b-A33A3 can
be seen clearly in the spot profile measurements~Fig. 6!. It
should be noted that features indicated by arrowheads
come stronger and sharper at positions where the separa
from ~00! or (1/3 1/3) spikes are 1/6 of the distance betwe
~00! and~01!. These features correspond to the rings in F
5~d!. Formation of the rings suggests that domain walls
the b-A33A3 structure are arranged with an average d
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tances of 6a, but not in a 636 long-range order~a is a
primitive translational vector of the substrate 131 mesh!.
The sharpA33A3 spikes are seen in all these figures@see
also Figs. 5~a!–5~d!#, which seems quite inconsistent wit
the STM observation that shows domain-size contract
with coverage increase. This indicates that the sharpnes
the spikes has no correlation to the domain size.

For the further discussions concerning the rings in theb-
A33A3 pattern and the existence of the sharp superlat
spikes, we made a simulation. Two-dimensional images i
tating some essential features in the STM images, e
domain-wall alignment in@112̄#-type directions and their in-
flection angles of 60°, are shown together with correspo
ing Fourier-transformed patterns in Fig. 7. Two types of t
domains of three different sublattices are denoted schem
cally by filled circles on different sites inA33A3 mesh; one
corresponds to the circles on the triangular lattice poin
while another corresponds to those at the centers of the
angles. From~a! to ~c!, the domain-wall density is increase
Streaks and diffuse features aroundA33A3 spikes in
Fourier-transformed patterns become diffuser as the dom
walls become denser, while the fundamental andA33A3
spikes persist@~d!, ~e!#. Rings whose radius corresponds
1/6 of the unit reciprocal vector of Si~111!-131 are success
fully reproduced when the 2D image is created by distrib
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10 104 57T. NAGAO et al.
ing smallA33A3 domains to keep their distances close
6a, but without 636 long-range order@see~c! and~f!#. Most
of the domains are minimal sized domains where only o
A33A3 unit cell is accommodated inside them.

The sharpness of theA33A3 spots throughout the tran
sition from a- to b-A33A3 do not mean large domain siz
or long-range order in an ordinary sense. The long-ra
order here, arises from the fact that the coherence is
among the small domains that belong to one type of
sublattices ofA33A3 superstructure. For simplicity, Figs
7~a!–7~c! are composed of two types of domains. Doma
of one type are made in a large domain of another t
~so-called ‘‘swiss cheese structure’’!. The diffraction from
the latter large sized domain yields sharpA33A3 spikes.
The interference between the waves diffracted from the
types of domains is not completely destructive, because
phase difference between them is 2p/3. If all the three do-
mains of different three sublattices coexist and their to
areas are equivalent, intensities of theA33A3 spikes are
canceled out since the waves diffracted from the respec
domains interfere destructively. Thus, the existence of
A33A3 spikes in the LEED pattern indicates that the rat

FIG. 5. Evolution of fine structures in the LEED pattern as
function of Au coverage is shown.~a! Q50.75 ~a-A33A3), ~b!
Q50.79~a-A33A3), ~c! Q50.92,~d! Q50.96~b-A33A3), ~e!
Q50.96 (636). All data are taken at RT after heating around 8
K. Scales are in the units of a reduced surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!
for Si~111!-131. Intensities are shown in logarithmic scale.
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among the three different types of domains are not equ
lent. This discussion is ascertained by the simulation sho
in Fig. 7 where the sharpA33A3 spikes are reproduced b
having one type of theA33A3 domain be absent.

The observed domain-wall proliferation strongly sugge
that the creation of the domain walls is energetically fav
able, or at least, does not cost significant energy. The zigz
ging feature of the domain walls is most possibly attribut
to small tension along them: microscopic origin of this w
be the small formation energy of the 60° bending poin

FIG. 6. Evolution of LEED spot profiles in the~00!-~11! direc-
tion as a function of Au coverage is shown.~a! Q50.76 (Ep

580.0 eV), ~b! Q50.79 (E580.0 eV), ~c! Q50.88 (Ep

581.5 eV), ~d! Q50.93 (E581.6 eV), ~e! Q51.0 (E
581.6 eV). Arrowheads indicate the features correspond to
rings in Fig. 5~d!. All data are taken at RT after heating around 8
K. Scales are in the units of a reduced surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!
for Si~111!-131. Intensities are normalized to that of~00! spikes
and are shown in logarithmic scale.
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FIG. 7. ~a!–~c! Artificially made 2D images imitating some characteristic features in STM images of Fig. 4. The images are com
of two kinds of domains which belong to two different sublattices of theA33A3 superstructure. Triangular mesh in these figures exp
theA33A3 periodicity. Bold gray lines denote the domain boundaries.~c!–~f! Corresponding Fourier-transformed patterns processed f
the images in the upper row.
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From the STM images, the system appears to try to exp
the domain walls as long as possible with a zigzagging f
ture to lower the free-energy density. The domain walls f
up more tightly as the Au coverage increases,in a way
the domain walls avoid crossing each other. For example
carefully investigating the STM image in Figs. 4~b!, 4~c!, the
points shown by arrows are not the crossing points; the
main walls just inflect at these points without crossing. Th
creation of the crossing points is suggested to be ener
cally unfavorable, and this would produce a nominal sho
range repulsion between domain walls. Thus, the agglom
tion of the domain walls@white regions in Figs. 3~c!–3~h!
and Figs. 4~a!–4~f!# is not observed. AboveQ50.96, where
the density of the domain walls is highest, this short-ran
repulsion works as a severe constraint for the domain w
to arrange in a short-range order of 6a which corresponds to
the size of minimalA33A3 domains@see Fig. 7~c!#.

B. Temperature dependence atQ50.79: Sweep out of domain
walls at high temperatures

It has been known that the fine structures in theA33A3
patterns disappear at elevated temperatures.10,22,27However,
up to now, no detailed discussion concerning the behavio
the domain walls and the diffraction patterns at high te
peratures has been reported.

Temperature-variable spot profile measurements w
performed atQ50.79 ~Fig. 8!. Figure 8~a! shows an identi-
cal profile to Fig. 6~a!. Shoulders at sharp spikes due to t
domain walls are clearly visible at temperatures below 7
nd
-

d
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y

o-
,
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t-
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e
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3

K. However, these fine structures become very weak at
K, while the sharpA33A3 spikes persist. At temperature
above 873 K only the sharp spikes are observed with u
formly distributed background. This change strongly su
gests extinction of domain walls and growth of largeA3
3A3 single domains. This behavior is quite unexpected a
unusual since the most reported order-disorder phase tra
tions show ordered phases at low temperatures and d
dered phases at high temperatures.1–8 The present case i
quite opposite because it shows a disordered~or a partially
ordered! structure at low temperatures and an apparent w
ordered structure at high temperatures.

This perplexing result can be correctly understood by c
centrating our attention on the behavior of the domain wa
not on theA33A3 mesh. Figure 9 shows temperature va
able STM pictures fora-A33A3 structure taken in curren
imaging mode. Zigzagging domain walls running in@112̄#
directions at RT converts to more roundish ones at 753
@Fig. 9~b!# and show sluggish fluidity. This feature corre
sponds to the increase in the meandering entropy of the
main walls which results in the free-energy gain of the s
tem. In this context, the absence of domain walls at 893
@Fig. 9~c!#, should be assigned to the decomposition of d
main walls that corresponds to the state of the highest
tropy with scattered excess Au atoms. That is, the dom
wall ‘‘evaporates’’ into its gas phase where the excess
atoms consisting of the domain walls distribute randomly~in
mobile! on the surface or in the subsurface region. This
terpretation is not unreal at all since analogous behavio
reported for the Si~111!-532-Au surface; movements in par
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tially ordered arrays of adatoms in STM images beco
faster with temperature and finally become invisible to b
come an apparently well-ordered 531 phase.16,28 Other the-
oretical and experimental reports concerning the dom
wall evaporation are also given in Refs. 29–32. The ab
discussions are understandable from the viewpoint of
energy; the high-temperature phase@Fig. 9~c!# gets entropy
by some random distribution of the excess Au atoms. Th
the observed transitions might be described adequatel
‘‘domain-wall melting’’ @Fig. 9~b!# and the following
‘‘domain-wall evaporation’’@Fig. 9~c!# with the increase of
temperature.

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of spot profiles in~00!-~11!
direction. This sequence corresponds tob in Fig. 2. Up to 673 K,
characteristic fine features ofa-A33A3 pattern persist, but abov
773 K, these fine features disappear. Intensities are normalize
that of ~00! spikes and are shown in logarithmic scale.
e
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It should be noted that the feature of Fig. 9~a! is repro-
ducible after heating around 800 K irrespective of the co
ing procedure~e.g., quench cooling or slow cooling; proce
b in Fig. 2!. This is not the case aboveQ50.96 (b-A3
3A3 and 636 structures! as we will see in the next subsec
tion.

C. Temperature dependence atQ51.0: Transition between
metastableb-A33A3 and stable 636

The b-A33A3 and the 636 structures are formed at th
same Au coverage aboveQ50.96. Theb-A33A3 is formed
by quench cooling after annealing above 640 K, while t
636 is formed by mild heating around 600 K followed b
slow cooling. This indicates that theb-A33A3 is just a
metastable structure and the 636 is a stable true phase.

Figure 10 shows temperature-variable spot profile m
surements taken atQ51.0. Figure 10~a! shows a profile of
the 636 phase at RT. The diffraction keeps the 636 pattern
up to 640 K but it converts to sharp aA33A3 pattern@Fig.
10~c!# at higher temperatures similar to the case with Fi
8~e!, 8~f!. The diffraction converts to that of theb-A33A3
pattern after sudden stop of the heating current@Fig. 10~d!
which is similar to Fig. 6~e!#. This pattern is transformed
back to that of Fig. 10~a! by annealing at 600 K followed by
slow cooling.

Figure 11 shows STM images~current images! of three
different structures prepared by different procedures atQ
51.0. Since a good topographic image is not obtained
high temperature due to the thermal drift, the images
taken in the current imaging mode with faster scans. Fig
11~b! was taken at 893 K~A33A3-sharp!. Figure 11~a! was
taken after quench cooling the sample from 893 K~b-A3
3A3!. Figure 11~c! was taken after slowly cooling the
sample after annealing at 893 K (636). In contrast to the
clear long-range order with 636 periodicity in Fig. 11~c!,
clear structural features are not recognized in Fig. 11~a! ex-
cept protrusions with separations aroundA3a. However, cor-
responding LEED pattern and the Fourier-transformed p
tern of the STM image show clear short-range order witha
@e.g., rings inb-A33A3 pattern in Fig. 5~d!#. The high-
temperatureA33A3 structure@Fig. 11~b!# shows no domain
walls. This structure is expected to be the same structur
Fig. 9~c!. A RHEED rocking curve measurement at elevat
temperature showed small coverage dependence whic
consistent with our discussion.33 The excess amount of Au
coverage will be accommodated in the gas phase on theA3
3A3 surface or in the subsurface region.

A schematic figure for illustrating the structure transfo
mation is shown in Fig. 12. Figure 12~a! corresponds to the
well orderedA33A3 structure with evaporated atoms fro
domain walls, corresponding to Fig. 11~b!. If the surface is
cooled slowly from Fig. 12~a!, the domain walls are effi-
ciently recrystallized to form the long-range ordered 636
phase@Fig. 12~c!#, corresponding to Fig. 11~c!. If the cooling
speed is not slow enough, the local structure at the dom
wall liquid phase is frozen and just a metastableb-A33A3
structure is formed@Fig. 12~b!#, corresponding to Fig. 11~c!.

to
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FIG. 9. Temperature-variable STM images atQ50.79 (a-A33A3). The zigzagging domain configuration at RT changes to a roun
one at 753 K. At 893 K, the domain walls are decomposed completely.
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In the b-A33A3 structure, a short-range order of 6a is
present instead of the lack of long-range order of 636. This
was confirmed in the same simulation as Fig. 7 that the ri
were not reproduced when the long-range order of 636 with
some defects was assumed in the simulated 2D image. S
the ‘‘lack of long-range order and the presence of sho
range order’’ is the principal nature which characterizes
amorphous structure, an adequate description of theb-A3
3A3 structure will be an amorphouslike~glasslike! structure
in the arrangement of domain walls, as sketched in F
12~b!. In this context, the 636 structure will be described a
crystalline structure in the arrangement of domain walls,
depicted in Fig. 12~c!. Since the movement of domain wal
are expected to be very slow compared to that of single
oms, it is understandable that the transition between theb-
A33A3 and the 636 structure behaves like commonly o
served glass transitions which normally require mild heat
and large mass transport for the formation of a crystal ph

In contrast to the behavior aboveQ50.96, the recrystal-
lization of the domain walls is not observed at lower cov
ages where the domain-wall separation is larger~e.g., thea-
A33A3 structure, Fig. 9!. This fact, again, strongly sugges
that existence of the nominal short-range repulsion betw
the domain walls mentioned at the end of Sec. III A.

IV. SUMMARY

The phase transitions among thea-A33A3, b-A33A3,
and 636 patterns in electron diffraction have been cor
lated to the behaviors of domain walls observed by STM.
adequate description of the behavior of the domain wall
summarized in a schematic phase diagram shown in Fig
The density of the domain walls between out-of-phaseA3
3A3 domains starts to increase fromQ50.76 with the Au
coverage and stops increasing atQ50.96 where they are
most densely packed. This behavior strongly suggests an
ergy gain by elongation of the domain walls and short-ran
repulsion between the domain walls. The sharpA33A3 su-
perlattice spots persistent during this structural change h
been correlated to the unequal area distribution among
s
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FIG. 10. Spot profiles in the~00!-~11! direction atQ51.0 taken
as a function of temperature. This sequence corresponds toc in
Fig. 2. The 636 pattern was formed by annealing at 600 K a
then slowly cooled~a!. Up to 640 K, 636 spikes persist, but abov
640 K, only theA33A3 spikes survive~b! and~c!. After heating at
823 K and then quench cooled, features correspond to ring
b-A33A3 pattern@arrowheads in~d!# appear. Intensities are nor
malized to~00! spikes and are shown in logarithmic scale.
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FIG. 11. STM images of three different structures formed atQ51.0. ~a! (b-A33A3) structure prepared by quench cooling after heat
at 893 K.~b! A33A3 structure at 893 K.~c! 636 structure prepared by slow cooling after heating at 893 K. Triangles and open c
correspond to the schematic model as shown in Fig. 12~c!.
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FIG. 12. Schematic illustration describing the three differe
structures aboveQ50.96.~a! Domain walls are evaporated to form
a gas phase at high temperature.~b! Minimum-sized domains are
densely random packed to form a short-range order with
nearest-neighbor distance around 6a ~domain-wall glass!. ~c!
Minimum-sized domains are arranged in a closed-packed struc
to form a long-range order of 636 ~domain-wall crystal!. The tri-
angular lattice shows theA33A3 periodicity. Open circles in~a!
express the atoms kicked out from the domain walls. Filled circ
represent theA33A3 periodicity with different phases of subla
tices; they do not represent the real atoms. Gray lines expres
domain walls between the out-of-phaseA33A3 domains.
three domains of different three sublattices ofA33A3 su-
perstructure.

The domain walls are transformed from zigzagging on
running in @112̄# directions to disordered roundish ones a
are decomposed completely as the temperature increa
This change should be associated with the entropy g
which contributes to the decrease in free energy.

Quench cooling or slow cooling do not affect the doma
structure at coverages lower thanQ50.96 ~mainly ata-A3
3A3, indicated byb in Fig. 2!, since the effect of short-
range repulsion among domain walls is minute due to th
large separation. On the other hand, the difference in coo
procedures makes large difference in the structure abovQ
50.96 where the domain-wall density is maximum~indi-
cated byc in Fig. 2!. Slow cooling yields a stable long
range ordered 636 phase while quench cooling yields
metastable short-range orderedb-A33A3 structure. Ad-
equate names which describe the character of these
structures will be ‘‘domain-wall crystal’’ and ‘‘domain-wal
glass,’’ respectively.
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